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Abstract
The Sacred Dance Movement is quite important in many countries. Bernard Wosien
discovered the power of folk dancing (usually dancing in a circle) and began researching
and collecting Helige Tanze (Sacred Dances) because of their holistic power to heal
people, transport people to a meditative level of consciousness, and connect with the
Sacred (as Rudolf Otto describes it). In 1975, he began to work with the Findhorn sacred
dancers in Scotland. Thus, the Sacred Dance Movement began with important
foundations in Scotland and Brazil, and connections with the United Nations. To improve
cooperation between all people, Brazilian Sacred Dance has been increasingly used in
both educational and business venues.

La danse du cercle sacré et le numineux
Luiz Eduardo V. Berni, Ph.D., FRC
Résumé
Le mouvement de la danse sacrée est très important dans plusieurs pays. Bernard Wosien
a découvert le pouvoir de la danse traditionnelle (généralement une danse dans un cercle)
et commença à chercher et collectionner les Helige Tanze (danses sacrées) pour leur
pouvoir holistique de guérison, leur pouvoir à mener à un niveau méditatif de conscience
et à se rapprocher du sacré (tel que Rudolf Otto le décrit). En 1975, il commença à
travailler avec les danseurs sacrés de Findhorn en Ecosse. Ainsi, le mouvement de la
danse sacrée débuta avec d’importantes fondations en Ecosse et au Brésil, et des liens
avec les Nations Unies. Pour améliorer la coopération entre tous les peuples, la danse
sacrée brésilienne est de plus en plus utilisée dans des lieux à la fois d’enseignement et
d’affaires.

La Danza del Círculo Secreto y el Numinoso
Por: Luis Eduardo V. Berni, Ph.D., FRC
Resumen
El movimiento secreto en la danza es de mayor importancia en muchos países. Bernard
Woisen descubrió el poder de las danzas populares (usualmente danzando en circulo) y
comenzó investigando y coleccionando (Danzas Sagradas) por su poder holístico para
curar personas, transportar las a un nivel meditativo de consciencia y conectarlas con lo
Sagrado (tal como Rudolf Otto lo describe). En 1975, el comenzó a trabajar con los
danzantes sagrados de Escocia. De este modo, el movimiento de las de las Danzas
Sagradas comenzó con una importante fundación en Escocia y Brasil y conexiones con
las Naciones Unidas. Para aumentar la cooperación entre todas las personas. La Danza
Sagrada de Brasil se ha utilizado de manera progresiva en ambos: la educación y eventos
de negocios.
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A Dança do Círculo Sagrado e o Nominou
Luiz Eduardo V. Berni, Ph.D., FRC
Resumo
O Movimento de Dança Sagrada é muito importante em muitos países. Bernard Wosien
descobriu o poder da dança folclórica (geralmente dançando em um círculo) e começou a
pesquisar e coletar Helige Tänze (Danças Sagradas) por causa de seu poder holístico de
curar as pessoas, transportá-las para um nível de consciência meditativa, e conectá-las
com o sagrado (como Rudolf Otto o descreve). Em 1975, ele começou a trabalhar com os
dançarinos Findhorn de dança sagrada, na Escócia. Assim, o Movimento de Dança
Sagrada começou com as importantes fundações na Escócia e no Brasil, e conexões com
as Nações Unidas. Para melhorar a cooperação entre todos os povos, a Dança Sagrada
Brasileira tem sido cada vez mais utilizada em ambos locais educacionais e de negócios.

Der Heilige Rundtanz und die Numinose
Luiz Eduardo V. Berni, Ph.D., FRC
Abstract
Die Rundtanzbewegung ist in vielen Laendern von Wichtigkeit. Bernard Wosien
entdeckte die Kraft des Volkstanzes ( normalerweise im Kreis getanzt) und fing an
sakrale Taenze zu sammeln und zu erforschen, da ihnen holistische Kraefte zugesprochen
wurden, zum Beispiel Heilkraefte und solche die ein meditatives Niveau des
Bewusstseins hervor bringen, oder mit dem Sakralen verbinden koennen (wie es Rudolf
Otto beschreibt). Im Jahre 1975 began er mit den Findhorn Sakraltaenzern in Schottland
zu arbeiten. So fing die Sakraltanzbewegung an mit wichtigen Gruendungen in Schottland
und Brasilien mit Verbindungen mit der UN. Um Zusammenarbeit zwischen allen
Menschen zu foerdern wird der Sakraltanz in Brasilien in Lehstaetten und
Geschaeftsplaetzen immer mehr angewandt.

Introduction
This paper presents an introduction to Sacred Circle Dance. My first contact with this
practice was in 1995 during an important Holistic Conference held in Brazil: “The
Imaginaria.”
The event gathered many important speakers such as Edgar Mitchell, the American
astronaut; Amir Klink, the Brazilian navigator and writer; many scientists; Brazilian
Indians from different Xingu Nations; Semu Huate, the North American Indian
Grandfather of the Chumash people; and many others such as Craig Gibsone, an elder
from the Scottish Spiritual Community of Findhorn.
The conference began with a ritual to open the gates to all four directions. After that, we
sang and danced the Sacred Dance. That was a magical moment in my life, because in
that simple dance, a deep connection with the Sacred could be felt, a connection that I had
previously felt only in a Rosicrucian Lodge Convocation. That night, in my sleep, my
dreams were of dance. After that experience, I became a practitioner of the Sacred Dance.
In 1996, with a Brazilian group of sacred dancers, I visited Findhorn to take part in the
“Sacred Dance—20th year Festival.” Then, I began teaching Sacred Dance. And in
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almost all those occasions, the dancers—sometimes crying, sometimes laughing—
reported some kind of connection with the Sacred.
In 1997, that enthusiastic group of sacred dancers and I published the first Brazilian book
on this subject: “The Sacred Circle Dance as a Tool for Educational and Healing
Works.” At that time, sometimes we named the dances “Sacred Dances” and sometimes
“Circle Dances.” I taught those dances in schools, in business meetings as a warm-up
activity, and at Human Resource Conferences. In many of these gatherings, people
reported some kind of connection with the Sacred. After that, in 2000, I decided to study
those dances deeply and earn a Master’s degree in “Science of Religion” at the Pontifícia
Universidade Católica (PUC-SP) in São Paulo, Brazil. This paper is a part of the research
carried out for that degree.

1. The Primal Dance: A Gateway to Other Levels of Reality
Thinking about the dance brings an oncoming sensation of acquaintance, because even
those who have never danced in their lives know exactly what dancing is. Among the
Arts, singing and dancing are the only ones that do not need tools, except the body.
“Singing and Dancing are the most ancient species of art every human being has inside
them.” 2 Dancing is movement. It is also harmony in a cycle, in a circuit, in a circle.
The most ancient document about dancing refers to the late Paleolithic era and belongs to
the cave paintings in the Gabillou Cave, in Dordogne, France. It is called “The Dancer”
and consists of “a shamanic figure in dynamic movement. In addition, on the clay floor of
one of the caves, the discoverers found footprints in a circular arrangement suggesting
that its inhabitants conducted dance.” 3
Human beings have danced since the beginning of time. The first type of Circle Dance
was without hand contact and probably emulating some animal movements or perhaps the
movement of the stars in the sky. These forms of dance occurred from 350,000 BCE to
75,000 BCE. Dancing is one of the first creative and symbolic acts that humans have ever
produced. According to certain myths, dancing is older than culture, and even older than
the myth itself, because the Cosmic was created through dancing.
“Shiva Nataraja, Lord of the Dance, sends pulsating waves of awakening sound through
matter, thereby seducing it to life from lethargy. And matter dances, appearing round
about him as an aureole of fiery emanations. Dancing, he creates and sustains the
manifold phenomena of the universe; dancing, he destroys by fire all forms and names
and gives new rest: His dance form is everywhere, all pervading. Everywhere, Shiva’s
gracious dance is made manifest. He dances with Water, Fire, Wind, and Ether. Thus, our
Lord always dances in the court.” 4
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Figure 1 - “The Dancer” in Gabillou Cave, France 5

The Greek myth of Gaian creation began with an image of the goddess whirling out of
darkness, wrapped in flowing white veils. The ancient Greek word “chaos” first denoted
nothingness, the great void before there was anything material in the universe. There was
nothingness, as nothing had been formed, yet the dance of energy that would create order
or patterns had begun. Everything on the surface of Earth—oceans and rivers, mountains
and fertile fields, forests and flowers, creatures that float or fly or crawl or climb,
everything—a planet that covered itself in seas as we have seen and is now ready to go
on with its dance of life.” 6
In the male dance of Shiva or in the female dance of Gaia, the Comic Sacred Dance
comes to people, showing itself.
In traditional societies like that of Brazilian Indians and Africans, it is still possible to
find many emulating dances today. The nature of this dance is magical, that is, its aim is
to connect the spirit or the soul of the dancer with the soul or the spirit of Nature or, in
this case, the animal. The purpose of this shamanic technique is to empower the dancer
with the skills of the animal before hunting it. Dancing this sacred dance allows the
dancer to access other levels of reality.
Indeed, to access the soul of the animal is to connect with the Sacred. “The Guarani
Indians do not know any dances or chants that are profane, for dancing, singing, and
praying are synonymous. A chant is a chanting prayer, and a dance is a dancing prayer.” 7
There is a sacred equality in the functions of dancing and chanting. Together, they form
an integrate concept called the “Chant-Dance-Prayer.” “There is an understanding that
the Universal Soul is the same as music: a sacred speech (nêemporâ) manifested in the
human body that is like a flute (umbaú), a vehicle through which the ‘being-light-soundmusic’—or human soul (Avá)—expresses itself. This flute (the human body) is made out
of four little souls (angás-mirins): earth, air, water, and fire. They need to be in tune to
express the ‘Avá’ to support all the body being. It is because of this that dance (Jeroky)
was created: to put all those little souls in tune.” 8
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Thus, dance, continuing since the beginning of time as an Art that needed just one
element—the body—allows people to have the perception, the sense of inner and outer
movement, and thus consciousness of their surrounding reality.
2. The Sacred (or the Holy) as Numinous
It is difficult to talk about the sacred (or the holy), because just as when talking about
dancing, there is a déjà vu sensation in it. 9
When the Portuguese fleet arrived at the Brazilian coast at the beginning of 1500, the first
idea the Portuguese had was to celebrate a Catholic mass. Of course, the Indians did not
speak any Portuguese and had never taken part in a mass before, but they could feel that
that was a sacred moment. This can be read in Pero Vaz de Caminha’s letter to the king of
Portugal—a letter known in Brazilian history as “Brazil’s Birth Certificate.” In that
document, we can read the following about the first mass held in Brazil: “The Indians
were singing and dancing loudly on the beach, with their bows and arrows, when we
began the mass. At that moment, they stopped and sat down. After the mass finished, they
began again their babel of noise.” 10
Every culture has a word to refer to the “sacred” as a supernatural source inhabiting the
world. In Polynesian and Melanesian cultures, the word is Mana. For native Americans—
the Iroquois people—the word is Orenda. For the Guarani people from South America, it
is Nhanderu. In western societies, the etymology of this word comes from the Latin word
“sacer” “meaning something that could not be touched without becoming dirty.” 11 This
means that the sacred is always untouchable. Another meaning could be found in the
Etruscan word “sac” meaning “when something becomes real.” 12 This second meaning
reveals the possibility of the sacred being touchable. “‘Sacred’ does not imply any belief
in the Divine, deities, or spirits. It is the experience of reality and the source of a
conscientiousness of existing in the world.” 13
According to Rudolf Otto, 14 the holy is a complex category of interpretation and
valuation peculiar to the sphere of religious or mystic phenomena. “Otto argues that the
essential nature of religion is not thinking about the Divine, but a feeling; and the object
of that feeling is not called ‘God’ but ‘the Holy.’” 15 Thus, though a sui generis aspect, it
contains a quite specific element or moment, which sets it apart from the Rational.
To rescue what he considered to be the original meaning of “the Sacred” as an aspect
of the Real, Otto adopted a new word coined from the Latin word numen, “a deity” or
“localized power.” 16 The word is numinous. The ontological point of view of the
numinous is described by him in detail and is associated with many psychological
elements.
After qualifying the sacred as numinous, Otto described the primal feelings associated
with it. Basically, there are two kinds of feelings associated with the numinous. They are
the feelings of repulsion and attraction. These two feelings create a “gravitational field”
around the sacred, the Mysterium Tremendum, that is the fundamental element that keeps
religion alive. This mystery actualizes the emotional potential of the human being
producing a state of transcendence, with reflections in the body and in the soul, and this
can be felt in the dance.
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3. The Circle Dance as a Concept of Dancing
In Western society, even the written form of the word “dance” is similar in different
languages. In Portuguese, it is “dança,” in French, “danse,” in Spanish, “danza,” in
Italian, “danze,” and in German, “tanze.” With the specialization that occurred, the
concept of the Chant-Dance-Prayer was disintegrated in at least three specific areas: the
Music, the Religion, and, of course, the Dance. The dance itself could be divided yet in
scenic dance, popular dance, folk dance, and religious dance.

Figure 2 - The Specialization of the Dance in Western Society
Ballet is one of the most well-known scenic dances. It involves strong bodywork to take
the dancers to the limit of their technique of movement and strength. The aim of popular
dance is to have fun; today, ballroom dancing has many competitive levels. Folk dance
usually aims to preserve the culture, or some part of it. In Brazil, some Indian groups that
lost their religion to Christianity perform certain folk dances in order to preserve a part of
their culture. It is quite common to find some folk groups outside of their original region.
In Canada, for example, some Celtic dances were very well preserved. The Religious
dances are connected with some aspect of religion or mystical practice, for example, Sufi
dance. The Circle Dance is still classified as a popular dance in Eastern Europe. In some
Balkan countries, for example, this is absolutely true.
It is a very common argument that “dance is a language of gestures.” However, dancing is
also a dance of encountering, when people can meet one another. This is the basis of the
sense of community and a very important one. In circle dancing, people usually stay
connected by their hands and they make eye contact. This way the individual is connected
in a group. Thus, the circle is more than a form or a kind of dance; it is a concept of
dancing. For example, the military march is a kind of Circle Dance, but it does not have a
circular form. We can find Circle Dance in a spiral form, line form, and so on.
As a concept of dancing, the Circle Dance has a metaphorical sense. First, it is an attempt
to reconnect with the primal concept of dance, the Chant-Dance-Prayer. Second, it
reflects a kind of dance that brings to the dancers and to the group a strong sense of inner
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connection and/or cooperation. Besides its aims to be integral, the Circle Dance still has
three aspects: cultural, spiritual, and health. Regarding these aspects, in my research, I
was able to find this conception of dance in four movements:
a. The Folk Dance—as an attempt to preserve a particular culture;
b. The Biodance—from the Chilean psychiatrist Rolando Toro Araneda (1924–
2010), as an attempt to preserve or recover both mental and physical health;
c. The Dance of Universal Peace—from the American mystic Samuel Lewis
(1896–1971), as an attempt to establish a spiritual connection with the Sacred;
d. The Sacred Dance—from the German dancer Bernhard Wosien (1908–1986),
and the Scottish Spiritual Community of Findhorn, also as an attempt to
establish a spiritual connection.

Figure 3 - Circle Dance: Contemporary Division
As we can see, it is the spiritual dimension of Circle Dance that interests us. This
dimension is deeply connected with the New Age Movement that is a part of Western
esotericism.
4. The Sacred Dance Movement
Bernhard Wosien, the son of a priest, Louis Wosien, and the Baroness of Buttler-Ponarth,
Antionett-Linda, was born and brought up in Masuen, East Prussia, during the period
marked by the end of the German Empire and the beginning of the Republic; in one of the
most bewildering periods of German history and even of humankind: during the First and
the Second World Wars.
At that time, he was supposed to begin his university studies, however he took up both
ballet in the Breslau Opera House and theology at the University of Breslau instead. His
family was very unhappy with his choice. Thus, as a compromise for this family conflict,
he traded those studies for an initiation in the Art Academy of Breslau to become an
artist. However, this never happened because this project was stopped by the Nazis. Thus,
he went back to ballet and, in 1939, he was the first dancer in the Berlin Theatre. 17
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In Dresden, in the early 1950s, he discovered the potential of folk dance when he watched
a performance of a Yugoslavian folk dance group called Kolo. “They are an enthusiastic
group completely connected to one another by joy, love, and happiness. What I saw there
was the strong power of Circle Dance.” 18 After that, Wosien got involved with many folk
dance groups in Serbia and Greece. “In that ancient form of folk dance, I found the path
to silence with meditative dance.” 19 Time passed and Wosien began to collect some folk
dance choreographies under the name of “Heilige Tanze.” “In German, ‘heilige’ means
holy or sacred; it also has connotations of healing and wholeness. The English translation
of ‘sacred’ is inadequate and we have no single word to cover the multiplicity of meaning
of the German word.” 20
In 1975, Bernhard and his daughter Marie-Gabriele Wosien met Peter and Eileen Caddy,
the founders of Findhorn Community in Tanus, close to Frankfurt. “The moment was
magical. We were in a special place. My mother and some friends were also there. It was
a meeting with a strong spiritual power. We danced, sang, and prayed and exchanged
many ideas. It was then that Peter and my father met and began to make plans together.” 21
The Findhorn Community was founded in 1962 by Peter and Eileen Caddy and Dorothy
Maclean. All three had followed disciplined spiritual paths for many years. They first
came to northeast Scotland in 1957 to manage the Cluny Hill Hotel in the town of Forres,
which they did remarkably successfully. Eileen received guidance in her meditations from
an inner divine source she called ‘the still small voice within’ and Peter ran the hotel
according to this guidance and his own intuition. In this unorthodox way—and with many
delightful and unlikely incidents—Cluny Hill swiftly became a thriving and successful
four-star hotel. After several years, however, Peter’s and Eileen’s employment was
terminated, and with nowhere to go and little money, they moved with their three young
sons and Dorothy to a caravan in the nearby seaside village of Findhorn. Feeding six
people on unemployment benefits was difficult, so Peter decided to start growing
vegetables. The land in the caravan park was sandy and dry but he persevered. Dorothy
discovered she was able to intuitively contact the overlighting spirits of plants—which
she called angels, and then devas—who gave her instructions on how to make the most of
their fledgling garden. She and Peter translated this guidance into action with amazing
results. From the barren sandy soil of the Findhorn Bay Caravan Park grew huge plants,
herbs, and flowers of dozens of kinds, most famously the now-legendary forty-pound
cabbages. Word spread, horticultural experts came and were stunned, and the garden at
Findhorn became famous.22
In the fall of 1969, after a BBC program about the community, six hundred people visited
the place and, in a short time, two hundred people were living in Findhorn as resident
guests.
In 1976, Bernhard Wosien introduced to Findhorn his Heiligi Tanze, “Dance Meditation,”
as well as traditional European folk dances. Like people who lived there, he felt
committed to the ideals of “One Earth” and “One Humanity.” Under a New Age spirit,
the community grows. 23
In 1997, the community was accepted as a member of the UNESCO Planet Society
Network. Every year, in July, the community holds its Sacred Dance Festival, “bringing
together traditional dances from around the world and contemporary choreographies,
focusing on both the individual and group experiences.” 24
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Today, the Findhorn Community has a strong worldwide network. The Resource People
are a group of volunteers currently numbering 166 people in 34 countries all over the
world.
5. Sacred Dance Dimension in Brazilian Culture
Although Findhorn is an important international center of Sacred Dance, there are no
rules on this, which is a very common characteristic of the New Age Movement. To
understand the Sacred Dance dimension in the Brazilian culture, a survey was conducted
with the first Brazilians facilitators 25 who worked in nine state capitals.
As a result, it was possible to know that the Brazilians understand to be a facilitator in
Sacred Dance, the person who is able to care for both the dance and the dancers. He or
she has to facilitate the connection with the sacred.
There is complex inner work prior to beginning a group session of dance. Some people
meditate and some attune with high energies asking for inspiration; others only observe
silence. The preparation of the environment is another important point. Not only is
cleansing the mental field very important but also the physical one. If it is possible, they
set a central point with some flowers and a lit candle. Incense may be used as well.

Figure 4 - One Center Point of a Sacred Circle Dance
One session of dance has at least three moments: (a) an overture with some kind of
attunement with high energies and the master within the dancers; (b) a session of dance
itself; (c) and closure with a sharing moment between the dancers, or just a prayer of
thanks.
Each facilitator has his or her own collection of dances; some traditional, and some
contemporary. It depends on their background. Some sing and play, while others use only
recorded music. The way dances are taught is very diverse as well.
Conclusion
Today, the Sacred Dance Movement is very strong in many countries. Bernard Wosien
died in 1986, but his daughter Marie-Gabriele is still researching and teaching Helige
Tanze (Sacred Dance) across the world. The Findhorn Community is still promoting its
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Sacred Dance Festival and training people from different nations. Thus, as a movement,
Sacred Dance is practiced today in many countries around the world and in different
situations in schools and business. Since 2002, Brazil has had a National Festival of
Sacred Circle Dance that is held in Sao Paulo. This is a prime example of how an esoteric
practice hidden in plain sight has impacted our world for the better.
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